Title word cross-reference

+ [Kle06, Wir76]. 1.13198824... [Vis00]. = [Wir76]. e [Mao94]. E = mc² [Bod00]. γ [Gra88]. π [Bec93, Bla97, EL04]. √−1 [Nah98].

-GLA [Gra88].

.NET [AHG+04, BS03].

00 [Mis90]. 000-year [Mao07].


3 [Gwe96, LS78, Nel91, Sed93, Sum09, RK15].

3-D [Gwe96]. 3.5-billion-year [Shu08a].

32-Bit [Mot84, Mot85a, Mit86, Mot85b].

4.3BSD [LMKQ89]. 4.4BSD [MBKQ96].
5 [Gen93, GBR05].

6.22 [Nor94].  6000
[Bel90, Hos91, WR94a, WR94b].  6234-1983
[Nor82, Jap83].  6266-1978
[Bel90, Hos91, WR94a, WR94b].  64-bit
[ET03, Int90, Int91, Cor86].

7 [Rob99].  7185-1982
[Mar00].  754-1985
[Bel90, Hos91, WR94a, WR94b].  770X3.97
[Hou81].  770X3.97-1983
[Bel90, Hos91, WR94a, WR94b].  7th
[Zla92].

7th [Zla92].  8086/8088
[LG84, MW82, Ski85, Yeu84].  8086/88
[Sca84].  8X
[AO90, MR87].

9 [MGH03a, MGH03b].  90
[ABW92, Cou91, Ker93, MR90, Tho97].  92
[Zla92].  95 [ABM07].

= [Maz97, RB08].

Abecedarium [Fir93].
aboard [Bur98].
Absolute [Sha99a, Cre11].
Absorption [Dye65, Nak62].
Abstract [BC06].
Abstracts [Che94].
academic [BB04a].
Academy [Sok00].
Acceleration [Gle99].
Access [Nor82].
Accessory [dTL18].
Accompany [KCM76, Kyk76].
account [Nic87].
Accuracy [Hig96, Hig02, BLWW04].
Accurately [Cli90, SW90].
ACE [Cop12].
Achievements [Bel37, Woo80].
Acrobat [Mer97b, Mer97a, Ame93, GS93, Mer98].
Acrobat/PDF [Mer97a, Mer98].
ACS [DCJ97].
Action [BBC97, ST12, HPR16].
Ada [Ame83a, Ano79b, Ano79a, May82, Pyl81, Weg80, You83].
Adam [Bic09].
Adapt [New14].
Add [Gwe96].
Addressing [FA89].
Administration [BF05, Fri91, Hum92, MJW+06, NSS+01, NSh02, NShW10, NSS89, AT&T86f].
Administrator [MP92].
Admit [ST12].
Adobe [Inc90b, Inc90a, Inc, Ame93, GS93].
Adolescence [GREC91c].
Advanced [The98, Bro77, CW66, Dav65, DS51, GW98, Her81, JR90, JL16, KD95, KD99, KD93, Kre93, KN94, Kn98, MGH+03a, Mc97, Nor82, Roc04, Roc85, Sal95, SR05, Ste92].
Adventure [Bro15].
Adventures [Ban99, FL06, KM84, FL88, GM97, FLH85].
AES [Ope91a].
Affirmative [ST12].
afrd [MZP97].
Aircraft [RMV42].
Alamos [Ame96a, Bet91, Con05].
Alan [Cop12].
Albert [BB05, Sch82, Sch70, Woo80].
Alexander [Hel04, Shu08b].
Algebra [HM88, Joh93, WR71a, WR71b].
Algebraic [Ray87, Wil65, Ata40].
alphas [TW95].
Algorithm [BB91, Giri86, Ski98, Ski85, Sun90, BM77].
Algorithms [AHU74, Akl85, ANTTO2, CLR90, CLR01, CLRS09, Ear85, Edm08, FBY92, GHN+90, Gon84, GKS2, GKS8, Gush7, Hig96, Hig02, HJ83, HJ88, HS78, JL96, KR81, Kmn97a, Kmn97b, Kmn00, Kmn08, Kmn69, Kmn73a, Kor02, Kuo85, Luk77, Mal72, MT86, MB00, Mul97, Omo94, Par00, Pav82, Sch94, Sch96, Sed08, Sed02, SW11, Sed83, Sed88, Sed90, Sed92, Sed93, Ste94a, Wil86a, Wir76, Wir86, CBB+99, Knu11].
Allemande [Mic89].
Alliance [dTL18, Bla02].
Allowing [WM92].
almanac [Cal04].
Almost [BH17, Tau61b].
Alpha [Bha96, Cor92, SW95, Sit92].
Alphabet [Fir93, Zap97a, Int99, Zap97b].
Alphabetgeschichten [Zap97b].
Allos [Gou96].
AltaVista [SRR97].
ALU [Cor86].
Amateur [LB14].
Ambiguity [SB07].
Ambition [Jon08, Kea18].
America [Bla02, DB04, Fag17, Gra11, Jac14, Mar14a].
Nic87, Tho81, Tho08b, Win05, Win14, dT08]. American [Ame86a, Ame88a, Ame88b, Org91, Sch90, Ame89, Ame92, Ame90, BS05, He04, Mun17, Ric06, Ted06]. Americans [Boo58]. Amsterdam [Sho14]. Analyse [Cou38]. Analysis [AHU74, BC84, BC81, BN60, Cet91, Cod81, Ehr73, Gie82, Kah92, Knu00, KS52, Mor83, Pen65, Ric83, SW80, Str74, TD00, Tau63b, Ueb97, WMD65, Cou38]. Analytic [FZ61, Oak49, Oak58]. Analytical [GW98, Hut52, Bab10, Lud09]. Analyzer [Fel76, LS79, Pax88]. Analyzing [Mil92, Stu84]. Anatomy [All78]. ancient [AK11, Bar80, Wei16]. Andy [Ted06]. angels [Pin11]. Anglicko [CNVH93]. Anglicky [CNVH93]. Angular [Sch15]. Animals [Hau00]. Animating [PW94]. Annals [McP98]. Annihilation [Ave76]. Annotated [AHG*04, ES90, JPS07, Sch90]. Annual [SBH*04]. ANS [ANS76]. Ansätze [Hen92]. ANSI [Ame89, Ame66, Ame78, Ame87a, Ame85, Ame86b, Ame83b, ABM*97, ABW92, Dyb96, IEE85b, Sch90]. ANSI/IEEE [Ame83b, IEE85b]. ANSI/ISO [ABW92]. Answer [TG89]. answered [Ado97]. Answers [Kit63]. Anti [RMV42]. Anti-Aircraft [RMV42]. Antimatter [QN08]. Antoine [Hut52]. Anything [SRR97]. APA [Tri98, Tri99]. Apache [LL97]. API [SF04, X/O93a]. APIs [Ste98]. Apology [Har40]. Appendix [Tri99, Tri98]. Application [Cou38, Ope91a, Wei80, Gut11]. Applications [AT&T86a, AT&T86b, Bic48, Cha78, Chu60, Cla90, Cot63, Den66, Dye65, Erd74, FSK10, HJ76, Hou81, Hwa84, Joh96, JR90, JR99, Knu89, Kw35, PP86, Rob95, Sei98, Sre96, VUI92, WCO0, You89, You90, YP92, EM79, Cor05, Mer97a, Mill5, Tor15]. Applied [Art84, Art85, Ban99, Fow97, HY81, Har00, Kur94, Sch94, Sch96, War85, BR89]. Approach [AK01, Ara06, BYG92, BL63, BS60, Com84, FBD05, Har83, Har87, HP96, HP03, HPAD*06, HP12, HP90, HK05, KmWH10, MB00, PH96, PH03, PH90, Smi90, Tru03, Cow90, FGMvH14, Sin07]. approaches [Hen92]. Approximation [Gal08]. Approximations [HCL+68, Has55, Luk69a, Luk69b]. aqueous [Lat52]. Arabic [AK11, Kha86]. Arc [Kea00]. Archibald [Gut12]. Architecture [AML95, Bae80, Bha96, BB97, Com88, Cor92, Dolf97, ET03, Gut04, HH07, HP96, HP03, HPAD*06, HP12, HP90, HJ83, HJ88, Hsu01, Kan96, KH92, Kan87, Kog81, LE80, LG84, M90, MM01, MSSW94, MA86, MP00, MB88, Ome94, PH96, PH03, PH90, SPA92, SW95, Sit92, Stu07, Sun87, Tab87, WG94, WS94, Bae10, MM07, Sha99b, Sta10]. Architectures [AK01, Com00b, HP92, MT86, PN04]. archive [KW90]. Archives [Bar06b]. Areas [Mill6b]. Arithmetical [BZ11, BCDH09, CCG+84, Coo80, Coo81b, Hou81, IEE85b, Kor02, Loc17, Mal72, MBdD+10, Omo94, Ove01, Par00, SO11, SR06, Ste81, Swa90a, Swa90b, Dev11]. Arithmetical [Bus40]. arms [Far13b]. Arrays [PCGK89]. Art [Bis03, Bre09, Keh93, Knu11, Kun85a, Mye79, PTVF07, PFTV87, Pru84, Ray04, RK15, TW87, Zob97, FF95, HS08, Knu05a, Knu05b, Knu87, Kun09]. Articles [Gri78]. Artificial [Ung87]. artists [Mor07]. ASA [Hei66]. Ascent [HB90a]. asked [Ado97]. Aspects [Eth08, Hsu01, Tho80, WR94b, Hen92]. Aspekten [Hen92]. Assembly [Bra84, Gor81, LHF84, Mor84, Sca84, Skip85, Yen84]. assessment [Boi97]. Associated [Bic48, Gol98]. assumptions [Smi14]. Astonishing [Bil16, Liv02]. astronomy [Cla09, Hen97]. Astrophysics [Tao63c, dTL18]. Asymptotics [Qlv74]. AT&T [AT&T86a, AT&T86b]. Atanasoff

Den66, Erd74, Lai65. \textbf{Chemistry} [Bar79, BL63, CW66, DWB+62, Dav65, DS51, Den66, Dor65, Gla46, GL60, Han63, Hut52, JO83, Kau57, Kit63, La 71, LÖ73, LP64, MM56, MM64, PW35, Pit53, Pry66, Rob59, RC64a, RC64b, San64, SG62, SP64, SLG52, Tay25b, Tay25a, WBA85, GS12].

Chemists [Str61, Tay25b, Tay25a].

Chicago [Ano93, Ano03, Ano10, Ano17, Tur07].

Chimie [Fra64].

Chinese [Lan01, Lun99].

Chinese/English [Lan01].

Chip [Ele98, Wea08, Bae10].

Chips [Col05, Win15].

Chronicle [Zap07b, Zap07a].

Chronicles [Col05, Fal11].

Churchill [Far13a, Far13b].

Cipher [GG05].

Ciphers [AAG+00, Has16].

Circles [Wir90].

Circular [For12, Thu80].

Citation [PBMW98].

Citizen [Fey98].

City [Con05, Sho14, Kie13].

Civilization [Cah95, McL91].

Clara [IEE88].

Clare [Gut12].

Clarification [ANS69, ANS71].

Clash [Bar06a].

Class [AHG+04, CL98, CLK99a, CLK99b, Fer86, Gri86].

Classic [FL06, RB05a, Sta99, RB06a].

Classical [FS65, Jac62, Lee65].

Classroom [Sto99, PJS91].

Clocks [Gal03].

Clockwork [Doll11, New07].

Closer [Har10].

Clouds [Boh87].

Club [Ber96].

Co [Tay25b, Tay25a, Wat90].

Co-operative [Tay25b, Tay25a].

Cod [Kur97].

Codages [Har04].

Code [ACHM82, FF01, Hol04, Jap78, Kea12, Lio96, Mun17, Pag82, Pag83, Sch94, Sch96, Sin99, SS02, Str95, McG11, Pag11, AAG+00].

Codebreakers [Kah96, Smi98b].

Coded [Mac80].

CODEN [Ame70, Chexx].

Coder [Ben88].

Codes [DB04, Sal07b, Fag17].

Coding [Hsu01, Sal05a, Sha05].

Cold [Sha99a, TAU93, Mac18].

Collected [Fey05, Tau61a, Tau61b, Tau63a, Tau62, Tau63b, Tau63c].

Collection [Ben33, Ben35, Gk78, Gri78, Jl96, LEMV52, Bar80].

College [Ge75].

Collider [Acz10].

Collision [Win15].

Colonial [Boo58, Hoc98].

Colophon [Inc].

Color [DRB89, McM88, Whi90a, Cor89].

Colored [Dys10].

Coloring [Jau78].

Colors [Wil02].

Colossus [Ran77].

Combinations [Knu05b].

Combinatorial [Knu08, Knu11].

Comes [Smo07].

Coming [Win15, Bro10].

Command [Hol87b, Voi12].

Commands [X/O89c, AT&T86c].

Comment [Her74a, Her74b].

commentaries [BB05, CGO07].

Commentary [Lio96].

Commercial [Nes07].

Committee [ACM77, ACM79].

Common [AIM95, BN08, BS03, X/O95a, Bro85a, Ste90a, Ste84, Tav87].

Communicating [BRR08].

Communication [RR96, RR03, Zob97, Ame70].

Communications [Cam87, Mic12, Sal05a, Ste99b].

Compact [Han85, NO92a].

Companies [Gla99].

Companion [GRM97, GR99, GMR+08, GMS94, Jl14, MGB+04, Ups90, Van99].

Company [Rho15, Tes07].

Compatible [Hol87a, DSS8a].

Compiler [A77, ACHM82, CT04, FH95, Hol90a, Joh79, Muc97, Pys80, SF85, SS02, Wir92, CT11].

Compilers [ALSU07, ASU86, AK01, Bri85, Hun81].

Compiling [AU72, AU73, DM81].

Complete [ABM+97, ABW92, AS00, Bha96, Leh03, Sal98, Sal00, Sal04, Sal07a, Nor94, Sum09].

Complex [Chu60, Gal08, Hil15, Des10, GM97, WB00].

Complexity [Cet91, Kno85, Mit11, MP00, Pag88, Wil86a].

Composites [Mil02, Mil16b].

Composition [Rub88].

Compounds [Dye65, Eli62, FPZ+64, SFC64].

Comprehensive [AWH13, BR89].
Compressed [Mia99]. Compressing [WMB94, WMB99]. Compression [GBL+98, RY01, Sal98, Sal00, Sal02, Sal04, Sal07a, Sal07b, Sal08, Say96, Say00, Say05, PM92]. Computation [ANTT02, Bec17, Hey99, JS92, Jen77, Luk77, MT86, PP09, Par84, PF05, Ray87, Ueb97, ZJ96, CGO07, Eck98, SM07].

Computational [FP79, GK78, Gus97, GW98, HM88, Kro85, Mor83, PS85, SM07, Van92, BBG04]. Computation [ANTT02, Bee17, Hey99, JS92, Jen77, Luk77, MT86, PP09, Par84, PF05, Ray87, Ueb97, ZJ96, CGO07, Eck98, SM07].

Computational [FP79, GK78, Gus97, GW98, HM88, Kro85, Mor83, PS85, SM07, Van92, BBG04]. Computation [ANTT02, Bee17, Hey99, JS92, Jen77, Luk77, MT86, PP09, Par84, PF05, Ray87, Ueb97, ZJ96, CGO07, Eck98, SM07].

Computational [FP79, GK78, Gus97, GW98, HM88, Kro85, Mor83, PS85, SM07, Van92, BBG04]. Computation [ANTT02, Bee17, Hey99, JS92, Jen77, Luk77, MT86, PP09, Par84, PF05, Ray87, Ueb97, ZJ96, CGO07, Eck98, SM07].

Computer [AFI75, Ame85, Ame86b, Ame88c, AHU74, Ang81, AKM81, AB87, Bae80, BB82, BB87, BN71, Bis83, BB97, Bra84, BZ11, BCDH09, Cha87, Ear85, EK84, EKP87, Far93, Far97, Far88, Far90, FvFH90, Fv82, GL83, Gi87, GGI46, Gus97, GREC91b, Har83, Har87, HI+68, H89, HP96, HP97, HP03, HP04, HPAD+06, HP12, HP90, Her81, Her72a, HS78, Hsu01, Hub84, IBM86, IEE86, IEE88, Int82, Ifr00, Jul47, K87, Knu70, Knu96, Knu93a, Knu11, Knu86e, KD04, Kor02, KN94, Knu86, Knu83, Knu85a, Knu85b, LS80, LS89, Mac92, McC01, MS87, MP90, NS73, NS79, Omo94, Pagh88, Par00, PH94, PH96, PH97, PH03, PH04, PH08, PH12, PH90, PP96, Pen65, Pru84, Ram97, Ran77, Ran89, R87, RA76, Rog85, RE87, Rub88, RK15, Sal90, Sal05a, Sal05b, Sal06a, Sal06b, Sal11]. Computer [SS84, Sch83, SO11, Soc82, SL98, SB82, Sta10, Sti40, St07, So98, So99, Stu84, Swa76, Sw90a, Sw90b, Tab87, Tan96, Tan88, Tan77, Tan79, Tan76, WH76, Wol88, Wol91, Zob97, AB02, BH90, BD90, CL88, Com00a, Cop12, HPR16, Knu99b, Knu05a, Knu05b, Knu08, Knu09, Smi10, Swa01].

Computer-Aided [Far93, Far97, Far88, Far90]. Computers [Aug84, Bos99, Don89, DDSV91, Ehr73, Gri05, Her67, Hey99, HJ83, HJ88, Kog81, The92, Ran82, Sch84, Sta90, St099, Tau63b, Has55, WK48]. Computing [Alt48, AB87, Ata40, CHT02, Dij82, Dow93, FJSD96, Gl99, G+99, GM02, Lum99, MS88, MRS82, Nas90, Ove01, PTVF07, PFTV86, Sun97, WC00, Wal01, Wea08, Wil97, BLW04, BGvN46, DHG08, Fra03, Tho97, Zus62].

Concepts [Art84, Art85, BB97, EL66, HJ04, Mom01]. Concise [Sal89]. Concisely [Joh92].

Copyright [Gol98, Kle06]. Coral [Win15]. Core [MM01, SR00]. Coprfu [SM07]. corporation [Bla02, Sch03a]. corrections [Ben89]. Correctness [MP00]. correspondence
YP92, CK07, Lio96, Van99. Editors [DCJ+97, Plo82, DHJ+92, RV09]. EDSAC [WR50, Wor50]. Edsger [FvGGM90].
EDVAC [Mau47, vN45]. EDVAC-type [Mau47]. Edward [BO76, Goo04, Har10, Her02]. Effective [Blo01, HM98, Rob96, Rob97, Rob01, Stu84, Zob97]. Effects [Mac76]. Efficace [GHLP03]. Efficient [Ben82, KR81]. Eificent [Mer97b]. Eort [Tay25b, Tay25a]. EGA [Fer88]. Egg [Sto89]. Egil [MTW68a, MTW68b]. Egypt [KIR+07]. Eigenfunctions [Pau79]. Eigensystem [GBDM77, SBD+76]. Eigenvalue [Par80b, Par98, Wat07, Wil65]. Einbindung [Mer97b]. Einfuhrung [Kop88, Sch88, dG96]. Einstein [Hen92, Acz99, Ari03, Ari05, BB05, Bro06, Cal04, CG14, Eis06, FW07, Fey97, Gal03, Gat09, Hol18, Imp19, Isa07, JL14, Jer02, Ken12, Kum10, Lin08, Oha08, Pai94, Rig05, Sch82, Sch70, Sch08, Sta98a, Ste99a, Ste01, Sto13, Wil86b, Woo80].
Figures [Wel05]. File
[CC88, Bor95, KL95, KL92, Man94, MW94, Nag97, Wie83b, Wie87, da 87, Jer92]. Files
[Man94, Min99, dT08, Ado89]. Filing
[Got98]. filing [Gri86]. Filtering
[KU81, NF87]. Final [Ado92, Moo16]. Find
[SRR97, Ruc06]. Finder [RUL78]. Finding
[Man94, Fey00]. findphrases [AB89]. finely-
[BS17]. finely-tuned [BS17]. finite
[Wil95b]. finite [Kle56]. Fire
[RMV42, RH97]. Firewalls [CB94, CBR03].
Firms [Chr97, Pag07]. First
[Bai99, C+99, CCG+92, Gra99, GREC90, Knu70, MC01, vN45, Eml12, Far13b, Rud07, Swa01, Bag10]. fish [Knu97, Shu08a]. fissile
[FGMVH14]. five [Sta98a]. flawed
[Smi14]. flex [Pax88]. Floating
[Cl90, CCG+94, Cod81, Coo80, Coo81b, Hou81, IEE85b, Mot85, Mot85d, MBdD+10, Ove01, RJR88, SW90, Ste81, Cor96].
Floating-Point
[CCG+94, Cod81, EIE85b, Mot85, Mot85d, MBdD+10, Ove01, RJR88, SW90, Ste81, Cor96]. Flow
[BJ66]. fly
[Cat04]. Fock
[Fro77]. Focuses
[Gwe96]. Font
[Inc90b, Inc90a, LNN95, LNN00].
Fontes
[Har04]. Fonts
[Hoe98, Mer91, Par88, WH76, Ash90, Knu90b]. Fooled
[Tal01]. Force
[Mit18]. forces
[CW14, Rei00, Sch12b]. Foreign
[von52]. Forgotten
[Aus82]. Form
[LW84]. Formal
[Pri55]. Format
[Ado90, Inc90b, Inc90a, CC88, BC93, CS99].
Formation
[BJ66]. Formats
[Bor95, Kar87, KL95, KL92]. Formatting
[Geh86, Geh87, GL88]. Former
[Mc98]. formula
[Nah06]. Formulas
[Ben33, Ben35, GO70]. Formulary
[Ben33, Ben35]. Formulas
[AS64, Kro65].
Fortgeschrittene
[App88]. FORTLEX
[Fel76]. Fortran
[Ame66, Ame78, Ame87a, Kau78, MS88, Bac78, Ett87, Ett93, Her69, Her70, Her72b, HB91, ANS69, ANS71, ANS76, Am92, Am90, ABM+97, ABW92, AO90, BR89, Be90, BGA90, Con91, Don89, Ell90, Fel76, Hal69, HWS+88, Hei66, Kat78, Ker93, MR87, MR90, Met82, Sch89b, Tho97, TW88, CCN+79]. Fortran-to-Pcode
[CCN+79]. fortunate
[LSB17]. fossil
[Bal11]. Fossils
[Mar15, Tho08b]. Found
[Bar09, Eis06, Kra14]. Foundations
[Llo87, RS87, Sal05b, McK79]. Founding
[Ted03]. Four
[Com64b, Wil02, Bro06].
Four-Figure
[Com64b]. Fourier
[Van92, Her74a, Hut52, Tol52]. Fractal
[Lap08, Man83, PS88]. Fractals
[Bar88, PJS91, Pre86, Sch91]. Fractions
[BvdPSZ14, CPV+08]. framework
[X/O94a, AGH+04]. Frameworks
[Van92]. Francisco
[USE94]. Fraud
[Rei09]. Free
[Pry66]. FreeBSD
[JJL16, Leh03, LJJ15, MNN05, MNNW15].
Freeman
[Sch13]. French
[Con33, Con38, RS91, Tor15]. Frenzy
[Rin02]. frequently
[Ado97]. Freundlich
[Hen92]. Friar
[GG05]. Friedrich
[Ten06]. friendly
[Hen92]. Friends
[Ker95]. friendship
[BB05]. frontier
[Bus45]. Frontiers
[Kun85b, MSWA86]. Full
[Pad90]. Full-scale
[Pad90]. fun
[Ash90, Knu90b]. Function
[Bec17]. Functional
[Ame87b, Pey87]. Functions
[AS64, AAR99, CW80, CPV+08, FHCD92, Hol87a, Knu08, Luk77, Luk69a, Luk69b, Mar00, Mos89, Mul97, OLBC10, Olv74, Tau61b, DHG08, Tho97, ZJ96].
Fundamental
[Ear85, Knu97a, Knu68, Knu73a, Swa65]. Fundamentals
[EE07, Eth10]. Gambit
[Shu08b]. gambler
[Maz10]. Gambling
[EEO7, Eth10]. Game
[Mac92, Dev08a]. Games
[EE07, Tau63c]. Gamma
[Hav03].
G.
[AAD16]. Gadsby
[Wri39]. Gaiji
[Sea94]. Galactic
[GS73]. gambit
[Shu08b]. gambler
[Maz10]. Gambling
[EEO7, Eth10]. Game
[Mac92, Dev08a]. Games
[EE07, Tau63c]. Gamma
[Hav03].
ABB+92, AWH13, AS90, The97, Bee80, Bec79, Bha96, Blo01, BGA90, Bry88, Cam87, Che02, Chr86, Coo80, Coo81b, DCJ+97, DMBS79, Eng87, Far93, Far97, Far01, Fer88, Fla97, Fle08, Fly95, FC76, Fly73, FF78, For96, GBDM77, Gil93, HHR95, Hol89, Int99, Int83b, Keh93, KD95, KD99, KD04, KD93, Kro93, Kyk76, Lam94, Lam85, LL97, LNN95, LNN00, Mia99, Mic12, MGH+96, MGH+03a, MGH+03b, MGH80, MF92, MK96, Nag97, NDW93, Nor85, Ope91b, Ope91d, OQL88, Pin14, Plo82, QO90, QO93a, QO93b, Rob96, RR96, Rob05a, RB08, RB92, Sal02, SV99, SBD+76, S888, Sp86, Spi90, Tat87, TH01, TY82, Tri99, Trz95, WM99, Wol92, Zim95, X/O88c, X/O88a, X/O88d, X/O88b, X/O89c, X/O89d, X/O89b, DJH+92, Gil03, Ken12, Lew91, Nor94, Pau89, RV90, Tho97, Tri98, Zlo91.
guide [X/O89a, X/O94b, AT&T86h].
Guidebook [Tro06a, Tro06b].
Guided [Mit11].
Guidelines [Gol98, Smi87b].
Gutenberg [GS93, Kir05].

H [AAD16, CGO07, Mai18, Mur77, Kle06].
Hacker [CB94, CBR03, War03, War13].
Hackers [Isa14].
Hadron [Ace10].
Hahn [Hah67, She83].
Half [Clo15].
Half-life [Clo15].
Halftones [BR93a, Knu87].
Halftoning [Ul87].
Hall [Ber96].
Hand [Ess04].
Hand-Loom [Ess04].
Handbook [AS64, ABM+97, ABW92, ABO06, Bee17, Bey78, Bor95, BED96, BSMM07, BF71, CV88, Div85, CPV+08, Cor92, FB94, Fly95, Gib96, Gib99, GP04, Gon84, GS93, Hig93, HH99, Int99, KK67, Mod09, MBdD+10, NSS+01, NSH02, NSH10, NSS89, OLB10, PBP98, RW04, RY01, Red96, Red93, RS09b, SS02, WBA85, Zwi92, GR90, Ker10, You97, vL92].
Handling [Fly98].
Hands [HK05, KmWH10].
Hands-on [HK05, KmWH10].
Hans [Ber81, Sch12b].
Hansen [Bri85], happened [Mar14a, Rud07].
Hardcopy [DS88b].

Hardware
[AIM95, Fer86, HP94, HP97, HP04, HJ76, Hsu01, Int83a, Int87, Int90, Par00, PH94, PH97, PH04, PH08, TT00, PH12].

Hardware/Software
[HP94, HP97, HP04, PH94, PH97, PH04, PH08, PH12].

Hardy [AAD16].
Harmful [Dij68].
Hartley [LNV89].
Hartree [Fro03, Fro77].
Hash [FHC92].
Hawking [Sus08].
Headers [X/O89d].
heartbeat [Ber11].
Heat [Hut52].
heaven [Sob12].
heavens [Wul12].
Hecke [TW95].

eight[BB95]. Heiden [BB95].
Heidenberg [Cas09, Cre10, CG14, Lin08].
held [Erd74, MA91, SBH+04].

Hello [Kir05].
Help [ST12].
helped [Kie13].
her [Eml12].
here [Pai94].

Heretic [Sto99].
Herman [As82].
Heroes
[Ale10a, Ari03, Ari05].

Heroic [Cah95, Win11].
heroine [Fag17].

Herism [Hoc98].

Herschel [Hos11].
Hershey [WH76].
Hidden [Ald02, Far09, Far12, Gre11, Tal01, Des10, Far13, Roc06].
Hierarchical [Ame88c].

Higgs [Kra14].

High
[Dow93, FJS96, HJ04, KU81, PF05, Sei98, Sou99, Sto99, Van82, WC00, BLWW04, Mau42, Tho08a].

High-accuracy [BLWW04].

High-Level [Van82].

High-Performance [FJS96, PF05].

High-Speed [Sei98].

higher [BL63, DG08].

higher-dimensional [DGH08].

highest [Kea18].
Hilfe [Zus36].

Himmler [Pad90].
historians [Kel09].

historic [Cre11].

Historical [Rog01, Hen92].

Histories [WB01].

History
[Aug84, Bac78, Bag10, BG96, Bur07, CKCFR03, Cha94, Cle03, Coh10, Cok09, Eis06, Eye83, Hei66, HF87, HF98, Ifr00, Kap99, Leh98, Mac80, Mao07, Nas90, Qua18, RS09a, RH11, RS09b, WP85, Wil97, Bag11, Bec93, Ber07, CBB+99, Des10, Far13a, GS12, Goo91, Gut11, Haw05, Kea10, Kol14, Kur99, Kur03, Kur17, Mal09, Mal11, Mao91, Maz10, McW08, Mor07, New07, Rec14a, Rho18, Sch03c, Sei08, Sho14, Shu08a, Smi98a].
Hitler [Bal14, Ber96, Cor03, Ker05, O’R08, Pad90].
Hoax [Sok00]. Hole [Sus08, Lev16]. holes [Imp19]. Hollerith [Aus82]. Holocaust [Blar02]. Holub [Hol04]. Homo [BH17].
honor [Kea18]. Hoover [Jer02]. house [AK11, Gei75]. HTML [Fly95, GR99, Gra00a, MK96]. HTTP [Ste96]. Hubble [Zim08].
Human [BH17, Gri05, Kur12, Oha08, Wil15, Fal11, Pin02, Pin03, Roh18, Shu08a]. Humanity [Ree18]. Humans [Fin09, New14, Bic09, Fag10, Str13].
Humboldt [Hel04]. Hundred [Ove01].
hunt [Gat09]. hunted [MCG11]. Hurts [ST12]. Hydrodynamics [Tat63c].
Hydrogen [Rh95, Sin05]. Hylleraaas [MTW68a, MTW68b]. Hyperspace [Mlo01].
I/O [Har99]. 1860 [Int90, Int91, Mar90]. IA [Mar00]. IA-64 [Mar90]. iAPX [Int83a, Int85a, Int85b, Int83b]. IBM [Ble90, Bla92, Bra84, Car94, CL88, Del86, DHJ812, Hoz91, Mis90, LAF84, Mor84, Nor82, Nor85, SS84, ST52, Ted90, Wat90, WR94a, WR94b].
ICCMSE [SM07]. ice [Pol10, Fag10].
Iceland [Gud16]. Icon [GG86, GG83, GG90]. idea [Ros10]. Ideas [Ein54, Ein82, MZP97].
Identification [FPZ84, SFC64]. IEEE [BCDH09, SO11, Ame83b, Hou81, IEEE88, Ove01, Cor86].
IEEE-754 [Hou81]. If [GRE94]. In a hurry [Gre94]. ignited [Gre05]. Ihre [RB90a, Mer97b].
II [AU73, Arv91, Bac78, BG96, Erd74, FC76, Her45, Ker05, Kie13, MA91, Mun17, Pla93b, Ser18, Sha99b, Tau61b, Tau79, WR94a]. III [Bac78, Her66, Kir92, Pla93c, Tau63a]. ills [Nah06]. Illuminating [TW87]. illusion [Maz10]. Illustrated [Aug84, Mac76, SA98, Ste94b, Ste96, Sto07, Syk94, WS95, Tho97]. Illustrating [GRM97]. Illustrations [Cas05]. Illustré [Lar06]. Image [CC88, Cas79, DG87b, Eks84, GW77, Gre83, Mia99, Pav82, Sch83, PM92]. Images [Gri81, PS88, Tu97, WMB94, WMB99, FF95]. Imaginary [Na98]. Imaging [AH89, MA91, imagining [ARI03, Ari05].
Impatient [AL97, wKBH90, AL92]. imperfect [Gle10]. Implementation [Bhu02, CS91, Coo00, Coo81b, FH95, GG86, LNV89, LMKQ89, MBKQ96, MNN05, MNNW15, Muc97, Mul97, Ome94, Pey87, TW97, Tan87, WS94, WS95].
Implementations [Bha96, Wei08].
Implementing [SR06]. Impossibility [Bar98]. Impress [GHL03]. Inc. [CW14].
Independent [GHHH82, GSS86, KMR84, Ram89, SSU85, CCG84, Ker81a]. Index [Che94, CH88, CH87]. Indexes [AB89].
Indexing [Ame01a, WMB94, WMB99].
India [KIR+07, Kea00]. Individual [Gil93].
Indivisible [Win14]. Industrial [Hil15, Jap78, Jap83, Osm97]. Industry [Ben33, Ben35, Ros10].
index [AB89].
inequality [O’N16]. Inexpensive [PCG89]. Infinite [Sma23, Mao91, Wil95b]. Infinity [Cle03, Kan91, Rei06, Mao91]. influential [Har10].
Informatic [ABR02]. Information [Ame85, Ame86b, Ame88c, As10, Ess04, FBY92, Ger00, Jap78, Lun99, Lun93, RH97, SV99, Tu90, Tu83, Ame70, SG17].
Infrared [Her45, Nak62]. Infrastructure [MJW+06, X/O95a]. Ingenuity [Bro15].
ingles [Maz97]. ingleso-italiano [Maz97].
Ingredients [Pin99]. Initial [ANS69].
inner [Shu80a]. innocence [FW07].
novations [Tes07]. innovator [chr97].
Innovators [Isa14]. Inorganic [BN60, BL63, CW66, Doro65, KS52]. ins [Mer97b].
Institutionen [Hen92]. institutionellen [Hen92].

Instruction [Sta90, Tab87]. Instructor [KCM+76]. instrument [BGvN46].

Instrumental [SW80, WMD65]. Instrumente [DW46]. instruments [DW46].

integrals [Haw05]. Integrals [BF71]. Integrating [BT98, GR99].

Integration [Zwi92, DR75]. Integrator [GG46]. Intel [Org83, Col05].

Intelligence [Jon78, Tap96, Jac14, Ric06]. Intended [ST12].

Intensive [Bel90]. Interacting [LM66]. Interactive [Ame88c, BSS84, BC84, Fv82, FG93, Gil78, HR75, Lih94, NS73, NS79, Sco82].

Interchange [Jap78]. Interesting [Rei06]. Interface [GI886, HP94, HP97, HP04, PH94, PH97, PH04, PH08, X/O93c, X/O89d, Ker10, PH12, Ren87]. Interfaces [IEE85a, Pav99, Ram97]. Intermediate [TD00]. Internals [CS91, MM01, Nag97, Vah96, Wea08, MM07, Sin07].

International [Ano96b, Chexx, SM07, SBH+04, Cat04, AH89, Leh98]. internationalisation [X/O94b]. Internet [CB94, Est93, Gil93, Keh93, Kro93, CBR03, Com00a, GS96, HL96, Mil92, SRR97, Sta98b].

Internetworking [Com00b, CS91, Com88, Com87a]. Interpolation [Her72c]. Interpolator [Ces46]. Interprocess [Ste99b].

texture [Hen97]. Interview [Ano05].

Interviews [AA85, AA08]. Intimate [Col99]. Intranet [McC98]. Intrinsics [Fla92, NO90b, NO90a, NO92b, NO93, O'R90]. Introducing [MM83].

Introduction [Ang81, App87, Bak62, Bal62, BB87, Bel74, BvdPSZ14, Bur07, CLR90, CLR01, CLRS09, Eil90, Eve83, FSJSD96, Gla89, Gor81, Hec96, Hec93, HGDS83, HGDS86, Int85b, Jae93, Jon89, Kau57, Kho02, Kn08, KS90, Mon01, PCKG89, PW35, Prv66, RB05b, Rog01, Ros88, Rub88, Sal08, SK10, Say96, Say00, Say05, Sch84, SF85, Sco82, Ski85, Ste73, Sto07, Weg80, You83, ABR02, BH09, BH15, BD09, C+89, CGG+92, GRA89, Grä96, Sum09].

Introductory [Kit63, La 71, MGH+03b, Pen65, Tay63]. invented [Sm10, SG17]. Invention [Ber05, Ifr00, Lin04, Ros10, Tem91].

Inventor [Mai81]. Inventors [Win14]. investigating [Ekm16]. Investigation [Boo54]. involving [Ame70]. Ionic [But64].

IP [Com00b, CS91, Com88, HJ04, Hun92, Mil92, Ste94b, Ste96, WS95]. Ipm [DW46, DW46]. Iran [Ric06]. Ireland [Cah95, Syk07]. Irish [Cah95]. Irishmen [O'R08]. Irregulars [Con09].


January [USE94]. Japan [AFI75, Ung87, AF75, Has05]. Japanese [Jap78, Jap78, Jap83, Lun99, Lun93, Rei88b, Van89]. Java [AGH00, Blo01, CL98, CL99a, CL99b, Dar01, Fla95, GJSB00, Har99, Lvl97, Lvl99, Sun97, WN96].


java.util [CL99a]. JavaScript [Fla97].

Jean [Hut52]. jewel [Geh03]. Jiao [RB08].

JIS [Jap78, Jap83, Scar84]. JIS-Kanji [Scar84]. Jobs [ZM08, RB06a].

John [AB87, Mac92, Smi10, Tau61a, Tau61b, Tau63a, Tau62, Tau63b, Tau63c]. jointly [SBH+04].

Joking [FLH85]. Jonathan
Tan08, Tan92, Tan87, TSP93, Wir92.

Operation [Jac14]. Operational [Chu58].

operative [Tay25b, Tay25a]. Operators [Ave76, Bic48, Erd74, Tau63a, Tau61b].

Opinions [Ein54, Ein82]. Oppeheimer [BS05, Con05, Her02, Mon13, Sch08].

Oppermann [Kro90]. Optical [GSS68].

Optics [JW76]. Optimal [EE07].

Optimising [Sch99b]. Optimization [ACHM82, Che00, DS83, Fle80, Fle81, GMW81, Met82, NW06, WC00, Wal75].

Optimizations [SS02]. Optimized [TW88].

Optimizing [AK01]. Oracle [BF91].

Orbital [Bel74, Str61, GS72]. Orbitals [LP64, OJ71]. Order [PBMW98, Rob89].

ordered [Cor04]. Ordinary [Seg11, Str74, Syk94, Blo08]. Oregon [BCD09].

Organic [DS51, Dye65, FPZ64, GS72, GHHH82, Rob59, RC64a, RC64b, SFC64, Str61, Thu80].

Organique [Fra64]. Organization [HP94, HP97, PH97, PH90, PH08, Wie83b, Wie87, EM79, PH12, Sta10].

Original [LEMW52]. Origins [HL96, Ran82, Dys12, Mit06, Seg11]. OSF [Hel91a, NQ90b, Ope91b, Ope91c, Ope91d, QO93b, You90]. OSF/Motif [Hel91a, Ope91b, Ope91c, Ope91d, QO93b, You90, NQ90b]. Other [Kea12, Mil16b, Sto99, Tau62, Ber11, FL88, Kea10, Lev16, Smi14].

Otto [Bat88, Hah67, She83]. Our [BH17, Dev02, Kea12, McW08, Bar06b, Ber11, Cle09, Fal11, FyGGM90, Mil16a, Pin11, PA06, War07].

outer [Lev16]. outliers [Sch12a]. Outline [DS51]. Output [DS88b, Hol87a, TW88].

outwitted [Fag17]. overcoming [CW14].

overtook [Far13b]. Overview [Ros88].

Overviews [NHM97]. Oxford [Boi97, Maz97, Mur77, RS09b, SSSSt97, Wat00, WR98, Win98, Win03b]. oxidation [Lat52].

P [FF95, Fey00, Fey05]. PA [Kan96].

PA-RISC [Kan96]. Paced [Jae96]. Pacific [Win15]. package [Spa86, Spa90, Vo812].


Paperclip [Jac14]. Papers [AB87, Dry14, Gib96, Gib99, HB09b, Knu96, Knu03a, Knu03b, Mod09, MTW68a, MTW68b, MA91, Ran82, Trz95, Ken12, Sta98a, Swa76, Tri98, Tur07]. paradox [Gol05].

Parallel [Aki85, BBB91, GHN90, Gre11, HJ83, HJ88, KmWH10, Kro85, MB00, Mlo01, Sch84, Wu99]. Paramagnetic [Low60]. Paris [Mac03]. Park [Smi98b].

ParseMe.1st [McG98]. Parser [DS88a].

Parsing [AU72, AU73, Han85]. Part [RH77, Sed02, Tau79, Tau76, Knu11].

Partial [DKM09, Tho08a]. Particle [GSS68]. Particles [Swa65, LM66].

partitions [Knu05b]. Parts [Sed98].

Pascal [Ame83b, Bow77, Bri85, JW85, Roh84, Dev08a, Int82, JW74, JW85, KPS1, Ker81b, LHN79, TA81].


Paul [KCM+76, Kyk76, Far09, Sch98]. Pauli [FW07, Mil10].

PC [Gia90, Gia92, Laf84, Mor84, Nor82, Nor85, TT00]. PCFORT [CCN+79]. Pcode [CCN+79]. PCs [Mue00].

PCYACC [Abr87]. PDF [Mer97b, Ado00, Mer97a, Mer98].

PDF-Dateien [Mer97b]. PDP [EM79].

PDP-11 [EM79]. Pearls [Ben00, Ben88, Ben86a, Ben89, Ben86b].

pebble [CBB+99]. Pentium [Col05, Sha99b]. People [AA85, AAR90, AAR94, Col05, Pla93b].
Far95, Far97, Far99, Far01, FS03, FSK10, Fle80, Fle81, Fly98, For96, GS96, GMW81, HN10, Les97, Nak62, RR96, Shn94, Trz95, Wal87, van94, van90, ABR02, Cow90, Gil03. 

Practi [FvFH90, KP99, Mao04]. 

Practice [Tho97]. Pragmatic [TH01]. 

Practitioners [Sco00, Sco06]. Prague [Zla92]. 

Practical [ABR02, Cow90, Gil03]. 

Precision [NN95, NNN00, Mar00, SR06, Win18]. 

Prediction [Sin05, Wu99]. Predictors [RMV42]. 

Prehistory [Ifr00, Cle09]. 

Preliminary [Ano79a, Bil89, BGvN46]. 

Preparation [CH88, CH87, Her70, KD95, KD99, KD93, Lam94, Lam85, Mau47, Org91, AT&T86d]. 

Preparing [Shu94]. Preprocessor [Law78]. 


Preserving [Gal08]. President [Bus45]. 


[Bro94, Der03, MS15, Wel05, Roc06]. 

Primer [Cha92, HK82, Laf84, Lip91, LL83, MW82, PM84, So91]. Primes [dS03]. 

Prince [Ten06]. principal [Swa76]. 

principes [Cou33]. Principle [LEMW52]. 

Principles [ASU86, AU77, Cha78, Com90b, Com88, Den66, ET03, FSK10, FvFH90, GBL98, HG78, Mac61, NS73, NS79, RC64a, RC64b, SM86, SN80, WS94, ALSU07, Cou33]. Print [SW90]. Printer [Par88]. Printers [Kha86, von52, Jap83]. 

Printing [Gou86, Kha86, McM88]. Privacy 

[Ga95, Sal03]. private [Em12]. Prize [Kea18]. Pro [Sha99b]. Probabilistic 

[Eth10]. Probability [DS02, Dev08b, Kho07]. Problem 

[Bee89, Bow77, May82, Par80b, Par98, Sab03, Sin97, Sob95, Wat07, Wil65, Wil02, Der03]. 

Problems [Dev02, Ehr73, Hol01, JO83, Kit63, LH74, Oak58, SLG52, Mau47]. 

Procedural [Rog85]. procedure 

[Pau89, X/O93b, Zusa6]. Procedures 

[Cha78, DHG08]. Proceedings 

[AH89, IEE88, SM07, USE94, Zla92, AFI75, Boi97, Erd74, BCDH90, SO11, SHB94]. 

Processes [Kho02, Sma23, SN05]. 

Processing [Aus82, Cas79, CH88, Dil93, DG87b, Eks84, GW77, Gre83, Lu99, Lu93, Pav82, Sml92]. 

Processor [Ben90]. Processors [Col76, ET03, KmWH10, MWW94]. 

Products [Ben33, Ben35, Gl99, X/O92]. 

Professional [Mic12]. Professor [Win98]. 

Profiles [AA85, AA08]. Profound [Bet91]. 

Program [Knu70, Km90a, Knu86b, Knu86d, Knu87, Rei88a, Sew89, Juc14]. 

programmed [ST52]. Programmer 

[Ame83a, AT&T83a, AT&T83b, AS90, BGA90, Cam87, FB94, Fer88, Fla91, Hol89, Int85a, Int86, Int91, LF78, Mot84, Mia99, Nor85, Ope91b, Ope91c, Org83, Tat87, TH01, Fos05, Gil03, Lew91, Zlo91, AT&T86c, AT&T86g, AT&T86f, AT&T86d, AT&T86e, AT&T86h]. Programmers 

[ET03, Fla95, Gra88, Jae93, CT98]. 

Programmiertechnik [Mer91]. 

Programmierung [RB06a]. Programming 

[Ame83a, Ame86a, Ame88a, Ame88b, Ame89, Ame92, Ame90, Ame93b, Ano97b, Ado93, AKW88, AGH00, Aus99, A090, Bac79, BSS84, BCW88, Bee17, Ben00, Ben88, Ben86a, Ben89, Ben86b, BG96, Blo01, Bra84, Bro85a, CM85, C177, Cor82, Dyb96, Dyb97b, Ell90, EKP84, EKP87, Gal95, Gas92b, Gas92a, Gor81, Gra90, G178, GG86, GG83, GG90, Gur94a, Har83, Har87, HM98, Hel91a, Hel90, Hel91b, Her69, Her72b, HJ83, HJ88, Hol90b, Hol87c, Int82, JR90, JR89, KR88, KP99, KR78, KP74, KP85, KP84, Kes88, KMWH10, Knn84b, Km92, Knu11, Knu74, Lap87, LE80, LG84, Lio87, MGH96, MGH+03a, MGH+03b, NDW93, Nel91, Nor82, Nye88a, NO90a, NO92b, NO93, Pav99, Pey87, PF05, Pla93a, Pla93b, Pla93c, Pyl81, Ray04, Rob96, RR96, Rob97, Rob01, RR03, Rob04, Roc04, Roc85, SK10].
Sca84, Sch90, SBA92, Sco00, Sco06, Sew89]. Programming
[Ski85, Ste98, Ste99b, SFR04, SR05, Ste92, Ste90b, Str86a, Str97, Str86c, Str91, Sum09, TH01, TG89, Tur77, Van99, Wal82, War85, Weg80, Wir83, Yeu84, You89, You90, YP92, X/O88c, Ale10b, Dyb87a, Dyb93, EM79, Fer04, GBR05, HS08, JR91, NR93, Ker81b, Ker10, Knu05a, Knu05b, Knu08, Km09, Km94, Rag93, X/O89a].

Programming [RK15]. Programowanie [RB06b].

Programming [Bel90, Ben82, Fly98, HM98, LS78, Lin94, Mos89, Van86, Wir76, Lew91, Sch89b, Tho97].

Progress [ANS69]. Project
[Wir92, Kel90, PA05, Ree14a, Ree14b].

Projects [Sal06b, Sny82].

Projective [Far95, Far99, PP86]. Projective
[Far95, Far99, PP86].

Projects [Gla99, Gra90, Mec05, OT91, Tal86, Tal88].

Proliferation [RS09a]. PROLOG [CM85].

Prometheus [BS05]. Promise
[Tap96, Wei18].

Proof [Knu90a, Gol05].

Proofreader [Gol98]. Propagators [ŁÖ73].

Properties [EK69, Mal72, TW95]. Prophet [Ber81]. proportion [Woo80]. proposal [Ame88c]. Proposals [Cod81]. Proposed
[Ame86a, Ame88a, Ame88b, ANS76, Ame87a, Ame90, Aik64, CCG+84, Coo80, Coo81b, Hou81, Ste81, Lud09]. Prospects
[Ree18]. protect [Tes07]. Protocol
[Nye90, Yne92, Sch89a, SG88, da 87].

Protocols [Com00b, Com88, Mil92, Sch94, Sch96, Ste94b, Ste96].

Pseudospectral [For96]. psychology [Maz10]. public [Bes04]. Publication
[Ame94, Ame91b, Ame10, Ear87, IBM86, Mis90, Inc]. Publiceren [dBvLV88].

Publishers [Fly95]. Publishing
[GS93, Mer98, Mer97a]. Punctuation
[Tru03].

Purpose
[Fel76, Pla93a, Pla93b, Pla93c, PF05, SK10].

Pursuit [AW00, Mill10]. Surveyors [Wor].

Putting [Wii86b]. Puzzles [Dev02].

Pysanka [Del76]. Pythagoras [Cre10]. Pythagorean [Mao07]. Python [Sum09].

Quadrature [GO70, Str74, Kro65]. Quality
[Boi97, KU81]. Quanta [EI66].

Quantitative
[BN60, HP96, HP03, HPAD+06, HP12, HP90, KS52, PH96, PH03, PH90, Tu89].

Quantities [Tu97]. Quantum
[AH13, Dus83, FBD05, Gli05, Han63, Har00, Jon80, JO83, Kau57, Kra11, Kum10, La 71, LB14, LO73, Mes99, Pag82, Pag83, PW35, Pit53, RK11, San64, Sin99, Slad3, SLT66, Sus08, Tau61a, Tin64, Tre99, Bag11, Cas09, CG14, GS12, Gre05, Pag11, Sto13]. quark
[GM97]. Quarter [Sal94]. Queen
[Sin99, Erd74]. Quest
[Cle03, Sin97, Cre11, Roc06, Sto13, Swa01].

Questions [Kit63, Ado97]. Quick
[Fla95, HM04, O’Q99, Rob99]. Quotations
[Bar80].

R [Wal01]. R. [LP64]. R2000 [Kan87]. R3010 [RJR88]. R4000 [He93]. Race
[GREC91a, Bid09, Cat04, Far13b, Wul12, Zac14]. Racing
[Ban99, Has05]. Radical
[Pry66, Qua18, Gle10]. Radioactivity
[Mal11]. Radiochemistry [FKM64]. Radium [Moo16]. Radix [CCG+84].

Radix-[CCG+84]. Railroad [Bai99].

Raman [Her45]. Ramanujan [Kan91]. Random
[Kho02, Vis00, Gei75].

Randomized [KR81]. Randomness
[Pet98, Tal01]. Ranking [PBM98].

rankings [LM06]. Rare [WB00]. Raster
[AH89, Div85, Fiu89, KU81, KPv86, MA91, Wir90]. Ratio
[HF87, Liv02]. Rationale
[Fro03]. Re [Ash90]. reactions
[GS72]. Read [Cla90]. reader [AAD16].

readers [Kiri05]. Reading [Str86b].

Readings [AT&T86a, AT&T86b, BN71]. Real
[BR93a, Gal08, Gal95, Rot88, Fer04, Goo04].

real-time [Fer04]. Reality
[Gre04, Gre11, Har88, Kum10]. Really [Hau00, Dev08a]. Reason [Pag88].
Reasonable [Fey05]. Reasoning [BB04c].
Reborn [Smo14]. Rechenautomat [DW46].
Rechengeräte [Zus62].
Rechengeräte-Entwicklung [Zus62].
Rechnenmaschinen [Zus36]. Recipes [Zus36].
reckoned [HHPM07]. Recognition [Sea94].
Recollections [Gla97]. Recordings [Ber96].
Rectangular [NF87]. Recursion [Roh84].
Recursive [DM81, Han85]. Recursive-descent [Han85].
rediscovered [PM13]. REDUCE [Ray87]. Reduced [BN08, Erd74, Sta90, Tab87].
Reducing [BC06]. Reduction [Cet91].
Redundant [PCGK89]. reefs [Win15]. Reference [AHG’04, Ano79a, ABM’97, ABW92, Abo99, Ado00, Inc88, Inc90c, AIM95, Bha96, BC93, CGG’91b, CGG’91a, Eij92, ES90, FB93, Fla95, Fla92, HS95, HS02, HS84, HS87, HS91, HM04, Hol89, Int83a, Int85a, Int87, Int86, Int90, Int91, Lam94, Lam85, LF78, LNN95, LNN00, Mot84, NO90b, Nye90, Nye92, Nye88b, O’Q99, Ope91c, O’R90, Rob99, Sal98, Sal00, Sal04, Sal07a, Sch89a, SGN88, SW95, Sit92, Wol92, Fos05, Gen93, Jos99]. references [Ame70].
Referenz [dG96]. Reflections [Dys10, Sto99, Tho84].
Refutation [Kah92]. Regular [Spe85]. Reich [Bal14, Bid09].
Reign [Ted03]. Related [Smi87a, Smi92, SW72].
Relativitätstheorie [Hen92]. Relativity [Acz99, El66, Fre68, Dra12, EG05, Eis06, Fey97, Hen92, Hen97, LEMW52, RN68, Wil86b]. Relay [Ces46]. Release [Fla91, MP92, NDW93, NO90b, Red96, Gen93].
remaking [HPR16]. Remarkable [Sta98b].
Remember [New14]. remote [X/O93b].
Renaissance [AK11]. RenderMan [Ups90].
Repairing [Mue00, Ogl99]. Repelling [CB94, CBR03]. Repertoire [WH76].
Reports [Her70]. Representation [Kle56]. Representing [Ara06]. reprinted [Ben89].
Research [Ele98, Gib96, Gib99, Mod09, BR89, BCW08, Bus45, Tri98, Tur07].
revolutionized [FM14, Sobi2]. rewriting [PM13]. rex [Alv97]. REXX [Cox90, Fos05]. Richard [BR93b, Cla09, FF95, Fey00, Fey05, Gle92, Kra11, Lei00, Syk94]. riddle [Ber68]. RIDT [MA91]. Riemann [Der03, Lap08, MS15, Roca06, Sab03]. Right [Wil86b]. Ring [Con09, TW95].
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